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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS 
JEAN ARASANAYAGAM is from Sri Lanka and is of Dutch Burgher descent. 'My 
major preoccupation,' she said, 'has been with the vast, the immeasurable tragedy of 
a country at war.' Her most recent collection was a book of poetry, Reddened Water Fluws 
Clmr. She also contributed a chapter to Unbecoming Daughters of the Empire. 
PETER BAKOWSKI is an Australian poet living in Melbourne. 
DIANA BRYDON is professor of English at the University of Guelph, Canada. She is 
a leading critic in the field of post-colonial studies and has recently published, with 
Helen Tiffin, Decolonizing Fictions (Dangaroo Press). 
GORDON COLLIER teaches at Justus Liebig University, Giessen, Germany. 
MARCELLE FREIMAN was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, in 1951. She lived in 
London from 1976-1980 before migrating to Australia in 1981, and now lives in Sydney 
with her two sons. She is currently writing a thesis on post-colonial fiction at Macquarie 
University. She has taught creative writing, and has had poetry published in a selection 
of Australian journals. 
GILlAN CORLE is an Australian and teaches at the Pacific Adventist College, Boroko, 
Papua New Guinea. 
CLYNE A. GRIFFITH is from the Caribbean. He obtained his doctorate from the 
University of Queensland, Australia, and now teaches at the University of the West 
Indies, Barbados. 
ASHLEY HALPE is one of Sri Lanka's most distinguished poets and critics. His most 
recent collection is Homing and other poems. He is at present Dean of the Faculty of Arts 
at the University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka. 
GITHA HARIHARAN lives in New Delhi and has recently won the Commonwealth 
Writers Prize for the Best First Published Book, The Thousand Faces of Night. Her first 
collection of short stories, The Art of Dying (Penguin) has just been published. 
MARGARET HARRIS has had stories and plays broadcast regularly on the BBC. She 
Is married to the distinguished novelist and critic, Wilson Harris. 
ULLA JOUSSEN is a post-graduate student at Justus Liebig University, Giessen, 
Germany. 
CHANDANI LOKUGE is from Sri Lanka and has recently obtained her doctorate from 
Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia. Her first collection of stories, Moth and Other 
Stories, was published this year by Dangaroo Press. 
LYN McCREDDEN teaches at the University of Melbourne, Australia. 
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MARK MAHEMOFF is an Australian poet living in Sydney. 
DAVID MOODY teaches at Murdoch University, Australia. 
LAWRENCE NEEDHAM is a Research Associate at Oberlin College. He has published 
on Indo-Anglian poetry and the rhetoric(s) of Romanticism. Currently he is researching 
the impact of British expansionism on the production and reception of English literature 
from 1789-1832. 
NICHOLAS THOMAS is Queen Elizabeth Research Fellow at the Australian National 
University, Canberra. 
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